Considerable study has been made by experimental workers to ascertain whether any of the various ear characters of corn can be used as a guide in selecting ears for high yield.
The data in this paper deal with the relation between certain ear characters and yield, in five varieties of corn grown at five different points.. The characters here considered, in their relation to yield, are length of ear, weight of ear, number of rows of kernels, and the shelling percentage. The tests from which the data were derived were ear-to-row tests, conducted with a view to varietal improvement.
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]Y[ontgomery (6-) s states that his results indicate the yielding value of a long, smooth type of ear. He also states that a medium depth of kernel is preferable to deep or shallow kernels.
Olson, Bull and Hayes (7) state that close selection for high scoring ears is of no practical value in increasing the yield of corn. They report the following coefficients obtained in a correlation study of ear characters and yield with Minnesota No. 13. Williams and Welton (9) state that in ten years of experi,ments which they conducted the yield secured from long ears was 1.39 l~ushels per acre more than the yield secured from short ears. Iñ Reference is to " Literature cited," p. 234.
